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Abstract

The SMOS mission is a European Space Agency (ESA) project for global monitoring of
surface Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity from L-band radiometer observations. One of the
problems encountered by SMOS is contamination of the data by radio frequency interferences
(RFI) which degrade the performance of the mission. In this paper a method for detection and
removing of RFI is examined and capability to enhance soil moisture retrieval is demonstrated.

1 Introduction

The European Space Agency mission SMOS, which was launched on November 2nd, 2009 has
two main objectives: the determination of Soil Moisture over land and Sea Surface Salinity over
the oceans, with an accuracy of 0.04 m3/m3 every 3 days, and 0.1 psu every 10 days [1]. The
satellite carries a single payload for both tasks, the Microwave Imaging Radiometer by Aperture
Synthesis (MIRAS). It is a Y-shaped interferometric array with 69 individual receivers operating
at L-band. Cross-correlating the signals collected by the receivers provides the brightness tem-
perature distribution of the scene. In spite of operating at a supposedly protected frequency band
(1400-1427 MHz), since the beginning of operation, the SMOS images have shown a large amount
of RFI. Since the RFI is severely harming especially soil moisture measurements, continuous ef-
forts are made to either remove the interfering transmitters or to mitigate their effect to the data
processing [2].

2 RFI detection algorithm

A method for detection of RFI from SMOS measurements, based on observing the measurements
of reference radiometers and spline approximation of the signal, has been developed [3]. A spline
is a continuous function defined piecewise by polynomials. RFI occurrences, which behave as
outliers in interferometric data and average brightness temperature measurements, are detected
byfirst median filtering the measurements in a sliding window, and then applying an iterative
spline approximation, until convergence.

In this paper, the aforementioned RFI detection method is applied to soil moisture retrievals
with radiometric data from our HUT-2D airborne synthetic aperture radiometer, which is similar
in operation principle to MIRAS, but is constructed in U-shape and operated aboard an airplane
[4].

3 RFI mitigation

With MIRAS the input signals for the algorithm are the measurements from reference radiometers.
The HUT-2D does not have separate reference radiometers, so the comparable quantity is the mean
antenna temperature of all receivers. Once the measurements have been processed with the RFI
detection algorithm, an RFI filter based on recognized RFI events is formed. The filter removes
all snapshots simultaneous to the detected RFI occurrences and measurements are then compared
to forward emission model of the measured scene.
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4 Results

The algorithm was applied to airborne radiometer measurements over a forest area. Some of the
measurements had been found to be contaminated by an unknown sporadic transmission, that was
absent on other measurements over the same area. Figure 1 shows the mean antenna tempera-
tures and their spline approximation, with detected RFI occurences, whereas Figure 2 shows the
corresponding brightness temperatures on a longitude scale. The remaining data can be further
processed e.g. to retrieve soil moisture counts of the terrain.

Fig. 1: Median filtered antenna temperatures measured over a forest scene in Finland. Three
iteration cycles of the detection procedure illustrated on the antenna temperatures (Black bullets).
Blue, green and red lines indicate the consecutive spline approximations. Red bullets indicate the
filtered snapshots.

Fig. 2: Filtered brightness temperatures of the in Fig 1 measurement on longitude scale. Red
bullets indicate the measurements from corrupted snapshots.

5 Conclusions

This manuscript addresses the problems associated to the presence of RFI in SMOS imagery (L-
band, 1.4 GHz). An algorithm has been implemented and tested with airborne radiometer data
with encouraging results.
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